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◼Causes of family homelessness
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Housing Affordability

◼Evidence  from time trends

◼By 2015 38 affordable units per 100 poor renters

◼Evidence from experiments

◼Housing vouchers prevent homelessness for 
poor families 

◼Housing vouchers end homelessness for 
families recruited in shelters → Radiating 
impacts
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Hours per week at minimum wage to afford 2-
bedroom apartment

Source: National Low Income Housing Coalition Out of Reach 2016
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Social Exclusion:  Minorities, especially 
African Americans at Special Risk

◼Income

◼Wealth

◼Incarceration

◼Housing
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Income

◼Black men earn 75.5% as much as whites in 2018

◼Black women earn 81.5% as much as whites 

◼Black unemployment for past three decades 
roughly twice as high as for whites

◼Experiment: Lakisha and Jamal vs. Emily and Greg

◼Difference in call backs equivalent to 8 years of 
experience
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Wealth

◼Racial disparities much starker than income 
disparities, and  growing

◼2013: median white family worth 13 times as 
much as median black family

◼Median white household with less than a high 
school education has less wealth than median 
black household with a college degree
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Incarceration

◼U.S. has highest rate in world, 4.5 times as high 
as any country in western Europe

◼Disparities stark:  In 2000

◼ 11.5% of non-Hispanic  black men

◼ 1.5% of  non-Hispanic white men

◼ In 2015 one in ten Black children had a parent in 
prison or jail
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Housing (major form of wealth)

◼Contemporary discrimination: Paired tests

◼Historical discrimination:  not simply de facto  
but de jure

◼Discrimination in public housing

◼Federal Housing Administration 

◼Refused to insure loans, even to whites when 
African Americans present

◼Color coded maps: redlining

◼State and local governments: urban renewal, 
highway construction,  zoning
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Solutions:  Change Social Conditions  
That Generate Homelessness

◼Make housing affordable:

◼Reduce deep poverty

◼Lower the costs of housing

◼Combat social exclusion
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Universal Prevention:  
Reduce Deep Poverty

◼Raise minimum wage

◼Enhance Earned Income Tax Credit

◼Broaden the social safety net; increase enrollment 

◼ Child care

◼ SNAP, TANF, disability benefits

◼Reduce income volatility 

◼Universal health insurance, reform unemployment 
insurance
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Universal Prevention:  
Lower costs of housing

◼ U.S.:  National Housing Trust Fund

◼Should go where need is greatest

◼Housing subsidies – expand and target more deeply

◼Zoning (also tackles social exclusion)

◼Reduced zoning regulation 

◼ Inclusionary zoning

◼Alternative forms of housing
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Universal Prevention:
Reduce Social Exclusion

◼End housing discrimination 

◼ Enforce fair housing laws aggressively

◼Make affirmatively furthering fair housing plans

◼ Prohibit “source of income” discrimination

◼ Expand local area fair market rents

◼Combat other forms of discrimination

◼ Employment

◼ Banking (individual and community)

◼ Incarceration
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Targeted Prevention:  Effectiveness and 
Efficiency

◼Effectiveness:  Prevent people who would 
otherwise become homeless from doing so

◼Efficiency: Get services to people who will 
benefit most

◼Not enough to say that 90% of people who received a  
prevention service avoided homelessness

◼ Bad targeting can masquerade as effective prevention

◼More efficiency -> more failures but also more impact



Services Benefit Highest Risk Group

Impact

Failure
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Interventions That We KNOW Work:
Deep Housing Subsidies for Families

◼ Program: Ongoing rental subsidies

◼ Effectiveness:  Strong evidence (e.g., Wood et al., 2008)

◼ Efficiency: Annual incomes:

◼U.S. median household income (2016): $59,039
◼ 30% of median: $17,772

◼ Families in homeless shelters (12 sites): $  7,410
◼U.S. (SSI) disability benefit: $  8,796

◼ Goals:
◼ Increase number of subsidies 
◼ Target most to below 20% of area median income
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Interventions That We KNOW Work:
NYC HomeBase Community Prevention

◼ Program:  Social work with modest cash available

◼ Effectiveness:  Experimental and quasi-experimental 
evidence (Rolston et al., 2013, Goodman et al., 2016)

◼ Efficiency:  
◼Works better for those at higher risk
◼New York City has adopted empirical screening model 

(Greer et al., 2016, Shinn et al., 2013)

◼ Goals:
◼ Replicate the program 
◼ Develop local targeting models
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Interventions That We KNOW Work:
Cash Help for Eviction Prevention

◼ Program: One-time cash help

◼ Effectiveness:  Chicago hotline study (Evans et al., 2016)

◼ Efficiency:  

◼ Targeted to worthy poor BUT more effective for poorer 
households

◼ Caveat:

◼ Most do not become homeless (2.1% of callers in Chicago)

◼ Works only for householders who can be evicted

◼ Goals:  

◼ Improve targeting of this widespread program
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Interventions That We THINK Work:
Mediation for Eviction Prevention

◼ Program:  Mediation between tenant and landlord or 
family with housing

◼ Effectiveness:  Quasi-experimental evidence for people 
with serious mental illnesses (Burt et al., 2007) 

◼ Efficiency:  Need to focus on those at highest risk

◼Goals:  Test with other groups
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Interventions That We THINK Work:
Shallow Rental Subsidies

◼ Program: Ongoing shallow subsidies

◼ Effectiveness:  Quasi-experimental evidence for people 
with HIV (Dasinger & Speiglman, 2007) 

◼ Goals:  Test with other groups

◼ Efficiency:  Depending on group: focus on those at 
highest risk
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Interventions That We THINK Work:
Universal Screening for Veterans
◼ Program:  All Veterans who come to the VA for services 

are asked two questions annually:

◼ In the past two months have you been living in stable housing that 
you own, rent, or stay in as part of a household?  

◼ Are you worried or concerned that in the next two months you may 
NOT have stable housing that you own, rent, or stay in as part of a 
household

◼ Effectiveness: Reductions in homelessness over time BUT 
not clear what part due to this effort

◼ Efficiency:  Additional screening instrument (Montgomery et 
al., 2014)

◼ Goal:  Test with other groups
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Source: 2015 AHAR (HUD, 2016) and Census Data
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The Face of Homelessness
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Interventions That Might Work

◼Neighborhood-based programs focused on 
neighborhood resources (tenant advocacy, banking, 
jobs, child care) in high risk communities

◼ VA-like screening, follow-up for other high risk groups:

◼ emergency room patients without private insurance

◼ poor mothers leaving maternity wards

◼ Goals:  Test 
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Conclusions: Targeted Programs
◼Even small effects are important
◼ Human and monetary costs of homelessness are high 

◼ Prevention may have benefits besides reducing 
homelessness 

◼ Programs do not have to attack all causes of 
homelessness to make a difference

◼Programs should be more efficient
◼ Every study that has looked has found larger effects for 

“needier” people

◼Programs should be conducted so that we learn 
what works for whom
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A Plea For Research

◼ The U.S. spent $1 Billion for prevention as part 
of economic stimulus following the Great 
Recession.  What did we learn?  

Not much

◼Research helps: 

◼Understand what works

◼Target interventions

◼Guide universal programs 
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Forthcoming Book

◼Shinn, M. & Khadduri, J. D. In the midst of 
plenty:  How to prevent and end 
homelessness. Wiley


